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Spring is here. The dandelions are growing, lawn mowers are buzzing, robins are chirping, and
many of you are at work in your gardens, And above it all, along U.S. 2 in Iron River, an
occasional roar. A clank. A chunk-chunk-chunk. A bang-bang-bang.
Hydraulic power at work. Physical force in action. A reinforced steel blade smashing a
much-repaired street surface. Solid (if uneven) sidewalks giving way to big bladed buckets.

Ah, yes! This is the year of the U.S. 2 project through downtown Iron River. They are going to
rebuild a tired old street that badly needs it. Along with the street, new water and sewer lines will
be going in. They tell us the new street will be good for 20 years—the utilities for 50 years.
Sooner or later, it’s got to be done. This is the year.
But we know how much some of you enjoy complaining. For some, it’s the thing you enjoy most
in this world—it can rise to a high art form in Iron County. This year, the glass-half-empty crowd
will have a new No. 1 favorite topic: the U.S. 2 project.
As for the rest of us, we have to approach it with an open mind. Think about it. Do you like to
play games? Do you like a mental challenge? Does the spirit of adventure reside in your heart?
Good! That means you ought to enjoy getting around in Iron River this summer. You will be
dealing with obstacle courses, jigsaw puzzles, mazes. (Portals that magically carry you from
one side of a huge trench to the other? We can only wish.)
Make no mistake, it’s going to be a summer of dirt and mud and noise. The lucky folks who live
or work along Adams Street will have a fun time, trying to figure out how to get from here to
there. Alleys, side streets … these places will play major roles in everyday life.
They will also get a break from the constant rumble of logging trucks, 18-wheelers and
machinery haulers that pass through town. Instead, they get the heavy trucks and construction
right outside their front door.
Meanwhile, the lucky folks who live on the streets that run parallel to U.S. 2 (Cayuga and
Genesee/Maple) get to experience the big trucks up-close for a while. They will be able to
spend many a summer evening watching the big trucks trying to navigate narrow, tight corners.
Will the streets be able to stand up to the extra heavy loads? Time will tell!
As a special bonus, they also will get the occasional ambulance, fire truck and screaming
squad car blasting through town. All coming to a street near you!
Remember, Cayuga and Genesee/Maple will be one-way streets during the construction, with
no parking. We will all need to be creative as we figure out how to get from here to there, using
side streets and back entrances.
It is going to happen: There’s no getting around it.
But it won’t be so bad. The road crews will only be working on a section of the street at a
time—for the rest, it will be business as usual.
And it won’t last forever. The project is only taking place this summer. By late fall, it will all be a
memory. The new streets and new utility lines will be in place for a long time.
One other thing to remember: Other cities have dealt with this, too. One summer a few years
ago, Superior Avenue in Crystal Falls was torn up and rebuilt. Those folks had to use one-way
streets, too. But the businesses stayed open, the project was completed, and today Crystal
Falls has a beautiful main street.
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That’s going to be Adams Street in Iron River in a few months. The old tired highway that
passes through town will be gone, with a nice new highway in its place.
The complaints about the road project will be over, too. Back to the old reliable topic: gas
prices.
--Peter Nocerini
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